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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
For time immemorial, goblins have been mercilessly
hunted down and killed by the so-called “civilized”
humans, slaughtered in droves for the entertainment
of bloodthirsty adventurers. But everyone has their
limits, even the underdogs.

The pathetic goblins who eke out a living near the
human lands are weak and timid, the aggression bred
out of them through generations of culling, with only
the most cowardly among them managing to survive.
But the feral goblins of the western tribes are another
matter entirely, as the rapidly encroaching scourge of
human civilization is about to discover.

Human Error
On the border between the goblin and human lands,
the goblins are scattered and disorganized, and mostly
consist of small families huddled together in caves.
Bands of humans frequently attack these underground
warrens, stealing whatever they can carry and leaving
a pile of corpses in their wake. In their ignorance, the
humans have come to assume that these tame and
sniveling goblins are representative of the entire race.

Driven by their insatiable greed and bloodlust, the
humans have pushed ever deeper into goblin territory,
and the tribes have finally taken notice.

FFaaccttiioonnss aatt WWaarr
Four major factions dominate the region in which this
campaign takes place: goblins, humans, beastfolk, and
ogrekin.

Goblins
Beyond the border of the human lands, goblin tribes
fight aggressively to protect their territory, both from
each other and from rival races. Until recently they’ve
only had to contend with beastfolk and ogrekin, but
now the tribes are facing a far bigger threat: humans.

Although there are also countless smaller tribes and
independent bands, most of the territory is claimed by
the six biggest tribes: Redfang, Icerunner, Nightsworn,
Bonedigger, Longknife, and Stonefist.

Individuals from other goblinoid breeds can also be
found among the tribes, but they are much rarer than
the common goblins.

Saga of the Goblin Horde is a setting that focuseson a fairly small geographical area. The campaignfollows a great war between humans and goblins,described from the goblin perspective.

The players take on the role of goblinoid bosses,leading their gangs into battle against the humanscourge, but as the story unfolds the stakes keeprising, and some surprising secrets are revealed.
This setting requires a copy of Savage Worlds.
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Humans
Although they can vary significantly in height, most
humans are roughly as tall as a hobgoblin, but any
resemblance to that fearsome goblinoid breed ends
there. Human heads are hilariously tiny in proportion
to the rest of their bodies, with small beady eyes and
squashed features crowded onto their shrunken faces.
Their jaws are delicate and narrow, while their teeth
are blunt and flat like those of a plant-eater. Human
skin tones range from pale pink to dark brown,
without even a hint of the lustrous green hues found
among the tribes.

Despite their much-vaunted claims of civility and
honor, humans are an extremely vicious race, possibly
as a side-effect of having such small heads. While the
tribes sometimes fight each other over territory or to
establish dominance, human warbands exterminate
entire goblin dens simply for the fun of it. They call
this activity “adventuring,” and view it as the height of
entertainment, showing not even a shred of remorse
for the piles of hacked-up corpses they leave behind.

Of the four different human breeds, town humans
are probably the most dangerous, mainly due to their
highly expansionist nature, and they can be found in
large numbers on the eastern side of Hightree Ridge.
The forest and mountain humans are very dangerous
individually, but rarely leave their territories in the
Great Forest and Longtooth Mountains respectively.
Hill humans are physically the smallest and weakest of
the four human breeds, and also the most delicious,
but unfortunately they prefer to settle in hilly areas far
away from the goblin lands.

Adventuring parties are often made up of a mixture
of different human breeds, united by their sociopathic
urges, but other than that the various breeds usually
avoid each other.

Beastfolk
While the encroaching humans are certainly the latest
and greatest threat to the tribes, they are not the only
danger faced by the goblin horde. Nomadic bands of
feral beastfolk wander the land, looting and pillaging
wherever they please, and the bestial savages have no
respect for tribal territory.

There are many different breeds of beastfolk, some
more common than others, but they all share a similar
appearance – humanoid bodies with the features and
mannerisms of an animal. The truth of their origin has
long been lost to the annals of time, but their violent
nature suggests that they were originally bred for war.

Although some beastfolk are loners, most of them
prefer to band together with others of the same breed.
While these bands tend to be much smaller than the
goblin tribes, a stampeding herd of minotaurs is still a
terrifying sight to behold, and a sneaky pack of ratling
cutthroats can prove a deadly threat when they catch
their foes by surprise.

The most common of the beastfolk are the ratlings,
most of whom live in underground nests deep below
Northside Plateau and the Longtooth Mountains. The
catfolk and minotaurs are somewhat rarer, although
marauding herds of minotaurs are sometimes found
wandering the plains, as are the occasional pride of
catfolk. The frogfolk and porcupine people are rarer
still, living in small forest communities.

Other beastfolk have also been sighted on occasion.
Pods of orcafolk can sometimes be seen swimming in
the Endless Ocean, although they usually try to avoid
the sea goblins. Former members of the Treebiter
tribe also speak of a beastfolk king, who apparently
lives deep in the Great Forest, where he rules over all
manner of exotic breeds.
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Ogrekin
The ogrekin are the last of the major factions, and are
divided into two breeds, ogres and orcs. Orcs organize
themselves by clan, and live in small villages along the
northern coast, while the ogres form extended family
groups reminiscent of goblin bands, and prefer living
deep within their mountain caves.

Both breeds of ogrekin have green skin and brutish
features, and many of them sport tusks. Orcs tend to
be slightly bigger than hobgoblins, usually around six
and a half feet tall, while ogres stand at least a full head
taller than even the towering bugbears, and frequently
reach heights of over ten feet.

Although the ogrekin generally maintain a neutral
stance toward the goblin tribes, territorial conflicts do
still occur from time to time. Fortunately the orcs are
primarily a seafaring race, and show very little interest
in expanding their territory within the goblin lands,
while the ogres usually seem content to live in their
caves along the edge of the goblin territory.

The ogrekin have a rather unique status as the only
creatures the sea goblins will allow to travel through
their territory unmolested. The reason for this special
arrangement is unknown, but it has allowed the orcs
to spread out across the Endless Ocean to other lands.

Most ogres seem to show little interest in sea travel,
but orc captains will usually recruit a handful of their
larger kin as extra muscle.

Other Threats
In addition to the four major factions, there are also
some other creatures worth mentioning.

First and foremost are the dark slimes, gelatinous
blobs that absorb and digest organic matter, although
they are strict carnivores and appear unable to absorb
plants. Dark slimes are often found in Blacktear Lake,
but will sometimes ooze onto land in search of prey.
Rather mysteriously, these voracious predators almost
always ignore goblinoids and ogrekin.

However in very rare cases a dark slime has been
known to absorb a goblinoid, and when this happens
they undergo a metamorphosis, transforming into a
flesh wraith. This new form is still amorphous, but has
a flesh-like texture, and it sprouts numerous eyes and
fang-lined mouths. Flesh wraiths are very aggressive,
and will actively hunt and devour any source of meat
they can find, including goblinoids. If left to feed, flesh
wraiths eventually undergo a second metamorphosis,
turning into a troll – a near-unstoppable juggernaut of
unbridled fury.

Trolls are fortunately very rare, as they’re extremely
difficult to kill. Most of them live within Darkmire
Swamp, although that could just be because they
followed Darkmire Rapids out of Blacktear Lake.
Trolls, like dark slimes and flesh wraiths, try to avoid
salt water when possible, although it doesn’t appear to
harm them directly. However this does at least keep
them out of the ocean.

Yet the Endless Ocean is no safe haven. The waters
teem with sea goblins, aggressive brutes who attack
almost anyone entering their territory. These aquatic
savages serve as a natural barrier against attempts by
the humans to enter the goblin lands by boat.

Finally, there are numerous animal predators that
hunt the forests, and are hunted in turn by the tribes,
who prize them for their pelts, teeth, claws, and meat.
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GGoobblliinnooiidd BBrreeeeddss
There are technically five different types of goblinoid,
including the half-human crossbreeds, although there
is also considerable variation within each breed.

Bugbears
Physically the largest and strongest of the goblinoids,
bugbears are usually seven to eight feet tall, and have a
thick coat of shaggy fur. These vicious creatures are
widely feared by most other races.

Goblins
The most common and diverse of the breeds, goblins
are usually three to four feet tall, and have green skin,
yellow eyes, and large heads. There are many variants
of goblin, such as the amphiblins, barghests, canitaurs,
psioblins and troblins.

Gremlins
Gremlins are physically almost indistinguishable from
regular goblins, but they tend to be far more arrogant,
intelligent and destructive, and many of them have a
driving passion for constructing and experimenting
with dangerous mechanical devices.

Half-Humans
The rare crossbreed of human and goblin, these vile
outcasts are rejected by both races. Feared by humans
and taunted by other goblinoids, they strive long and
hard to find their place in the world. Some manage to
find grudging acceptance among the humans, while
others carve a place for themselves among the tribes.

Hobgoblins
At five to six feet in height, hobgoblins resemble large
goblins. However they are also physically the toughest
of the breeds, and tend to be extremely aggressive and
warlike in mentality.
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GGoobblliinn SSoocciieettyy
An extended family of goblins is called a “band,” and
each such band operates as an independent social unit,
with around 50-100 individuals. When multiple bands
merge together they form a “tribe,” with the strongest
of the family heads declaring themselves chieftain, and
the others forming the council of elders.

Over time the chieftain and elders may be replaced,
but this occurs through challenges rather than lineage.
Technically any member of the tribe can challenge for
rank, but open duels are heavily stacked against those
of lower social status, therefore it’s far more common
(and even expected) for goblins to rise in rank through
trickery and deception; the tribes far prefer cunning
leaders over honorable ones.

Although goblins are very prolific, they also have a
high mortality rate. Therefore most tribes are eager to
recruit and absorb any smaller groups they encounter,
including minor tribes and independent goblin bands
as well as the occasional gremlin, hobgoblin, bugbear,
and even half-human.

All goblins are usually treated with an equal amount
of sneering disrespect by their leaders, regardless of
their breed and gender, with the exception of half-
humans – who are only half goblin, after all, and can
therefore be only half trusted. Some half-humans even
attempt to live among human society, only to discover
that the humans don’t trust them either.

Population Count
Around 100,000 goblins belong to the six major tribes,
although there are many more independent bands and
smaller tribes. No one really knows exactly how many
goblins there are, as most of them lay low and prefer
to avoid confrontations whenever possible, but rough
estimates place the total goblin population at anything
between 250,000 and 500,000 individuals.

The other four goblinoid breeds are invariably far
less common. There are an estimated 10,000 bugbears,
most of whom either live alone, or in small packs with
their kin. Gremlins are rarer still, numbering only a
few thousand, with most of them living among the
goblin tribes.

Hobgoblins are more numerous, but they are still
relatively uncommon, with an estimated population of
around 25,000 individuals.

Finally, there are currently fewer than a hundred
half-humans living among the tribes, with perhaps the
same number again believed to be living among the
town humans.

Tribal Rank
Approximately a quarter of the goblins in each tribe
belong to a gang, and these gangs undertake a variety
of duties, ranging from scouting to hard labor. A gang
typically consists of 5-6 members and is led by a boss,
who earned their rank by demonstrating a blend of
deadly skill, raw ambition, and utter ruthlessness.

Sometimes a chieftain or an elder will assign several
different gangs to a particular job, in which case a “big
boss” might be ordered to lead the crew, receiving all
the credit if the mission succeeds, and all of the blame
if it fails.

Above the big boss comes the overseer, who leads a
posse of perhaps 100-200 goblins, and is expected to
act on their own initiative. Overseers are often given
long-term missions, such as guarding a border, raiding
a certain area, or recruiting new goblins.

Next up are the honchos, each of whom lead a troop
of around 600-1200 goblins, depending on the size of
the tribe. Each honcho is responsible for an area of the
tribal territory, and they report directly to the chief.

Finally there are the elders, who primarily serve as
advisers to the chief. Each elder is expected to have an
area of specialty, such as arcane knowledge, military
expertise or priestly status, and this will traditionally
determine what role they serve. However in practice,
most elders are just as ruthless and ambitious as any
other goblin, and frequently pursue their own private
goals and agendas.

MMaajjoorr TTrriibbeess
Many noteworthy tribes have come and gone over the
years, like the ill-fated Dogboys, and the aptly-named
Cliffjumpers, but there are currently six major tribes
dominating the goblin lands.

Redfang
The Plot Point Campaign in Saga of the Goblin Horde
follows the trials and tribulations of the Redfang tribe,
with the pint-sized antiheroes gradually uncovering
the secrets of the other tribes as the story progresses.

Although the size of each tribe fluctuates from day
to day, Redfang is always the biggest, with upward of
25,000 members at any one time. Their size is at least
partially due to their equal opportunity recruitment
policy; they will recruit anyone, regardless of breed,
gender, competence, or actual willingness to join the
tribe. Failing to outrun a cudgel blow to the back of
the head is considered acceptance of their offer.
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Bonedigger
At around 6,000 members, this is the smallest of the
six major tribes. However it is led by a cadre of vicious
little necromancers, who pad out their goblin ranks
with animated corpses. These tireless undead fodder
allow the tribe to punch well above its weight.

Icerunner
This tribe first appeared only a few years ago, heading
down from the peaks of the Longtooth Mountains to
claim its place among the major tribes. Many of the
tribe members sport a rather frosty appearance, which
is assumed to be a recent mutation.

Longknife
Particularly sneaky even by goblin standards, most of
the Longknife tribe populate a vast network of caves
under Westside Plateau. These goblins are particularly
well known for their dirty tricks, favoring ambushes
and assassinations over direct confrontation.

Nightsworn
The leaders of this tribe are devout worshipers of the
Shadow Queen, and Nightsworn goblins can often be
encountered on pilgrimages, walking from their home
in Darkmire Swamp to the Dome of Shadows, at the
north-west end of the Obsidian Valley.

Stonefist
Despite their proximity to the Icerunner goblins, there
is practically no interaction between the two tribes,
because the Icerunners live up on the mountains while
the Stonefist tribe makes its homes in the extensive
cavern networks running through the mountains.

Treebiter
Once the seventh major tribe, the Treebiters claimed a
small area of territory to the south of the Redfang
tribe, on the edge of the Great Forest. The Treebiter
tribe was destroyed several months ago by the forest
humans, wiped out in the first blow of the war.
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